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Abstract. TinTO is an experimental system aiming at demonstrating
the usefulness and feasibility of applying conventional SQL queries for
analyzing a wide spectrum of data streams. As application area we have
chosen the analysis of streams of stock market data, mainly because
this kind of application exhibits sufficiently many of those characteris-
tics for which relational query technology can be reasonably considered
in a stream context. TinTO is a technical investor tool for computing
so-called technical indicators, numerical values calculated from a cer-
tain kind of stock market data, characterizing the development of stock
prices over a given time period. In contrast to other approaches, TinTO
computes indicator values directly over the database by means of SQL
queries/views.

1 Technical Analysis of Stock Market Data

Technical analysis is concerned with the prediction of future developments of
stock market prices. In contrast to fundamental analysis, it is solely based on
the trading history while ignoring the nature of the company or commodity in
question. Technical analysis uses so-called technical indicators, numerical values
derived from the past development of prices of a certain stock. In principle,
indicators are functions applied to the price history of a certain stock and a
point in time. A technical analyst is usually interested in the change of indicator
values over a certain time period in order to predict the future price development
of the stock to which this indicator has been applied. The simple moving average

of the typical price (SMATP) is an example of a rather simple technical indicator,
defined as follows:

SMATPn(S,D) := (TP(S,D)+TP(S,D-1)+ . . . + TP(S,D-n+1))/n
TP(S,D) := (high(S,D)+low(S,D)+close(S,D))/3

Here, TP(S,D) denotes the typical price of stock S at day D which is the mean
of the highest, lowest, and closing price of stock S at day D. SMATPn(S,D)
then represents the unweighted mean of the typical stock price of S for the last n
days. The parameter n is provided by the user and usually ranges between 10 and
200. Moving averages such as the SMATP are used to smooth out short-term
fluctuations, thus highlighting longer-term trends or cycles in the underlying



Fig. 1. Main window of TinTO

price history. When the stock price rises above the current SMATP value, this
is interpreted as the beginning of a positive price trend and, thus, may serve as
a buy signal.

2 The TinTo System

In its most basic form, TinTO is not much more than a nice interface for visual-
izing answers to analytical queries evaluated over a relational database of stock
data (cf. Figure 1) together with a simple query editor. The data stored are time-
stamped prices of stocks contained in a portfolio freely configurable from a wide
range of stocks traded worldwide. TinTO is a Visual Basic (VBA) application
based on MS Access. As a frontend it uses the shareware visualizer ChartDirec-
tor [2], a tool supplying a VBA library of well-established methods for drawing
financial charts. Even though ChartDirector comes along with a wide spectrum
of built-in technical indicators (computed by VBA functions) we extended the
tool by a means to specify arbitrary indicators as predefined SQL queries (i.e.,
as views), evaluated directly over the underlying database. The values of these
query-based indicators are visualized by ChartDirector in the same way as those
computed by the tool’s own indicator functions. By extending the tool with a
simple SQL view editor we can offer a system for specifying new and modifying
existing indicator definitions in an extensible manner. The system thus extended
will be called ChartDirector++ in the following. At present we experiment with
some 30 view-based indicators making use of various SQL features. Even though
some interesting indicators cannot be expressed due to restrictions in SQL in
general or its Access dialect in particular, e.g. lack of recursion, SQL has already
proved sufficiently expressive in most cases.

Even though a considerable degree of analysis is reachable this way, hardly
any streaming is involved yet, unless one already considers e.g. the sequence of
daily closing prices of stocks as a very low frequency ”stream”. However, there
are so-called intraday trading strategies which need to access a high frequency



stream. For example, an intraday strategy could employ a time duration D of 3
seconds for computing the value of SMATPn(S,D).

The crucial step towards proper stream management in TinTO consisted
in the addition of a simple VBA script automatically downloading a record of
characteristic values per stock in the port-folio at regular intervals and appending
the downloaded data to those already present in the database. The source we use
is http://finance.yahoo.com while the stocks to be included and the frequency
of download can be freely configured by the TinTO user. The software component
thus realized - which we will call StockGrepper in the following - generates a data
stream pulled from a permanent data source on demand as long as the script
is active. This pulling approach enables us to control duration and frequency of
data generation on the stream according to our needs.

3 Continuous Online Analysis of Stock Data

As soon as ChartDirector++ and StockGrepper are combined, a simple form
of online analysis of stocks over continuously changing data can be performed.
There are two independent processes in operation: StockGrepper produces data
and appends it to the database, ChartDirector++ consumes these data and eval-
uates the prefabricated technical indicator definitions as queries over the stream
data accumulated in the database, thus covering newly arrived as well as histor-
ical data depending on a chosen time span. In an initial setting, the producer
process works autonomously with a certain download frequency, whereas the
consumer process is started manually and by need only.

However, as soon as ChartDirector++ is turned into into a semi-automated
tool, too, autonomously updating its presentation of the selected chart in reg-
ular intervals, affairs get more intricate. The SQL definitions of the technical
indicators are now turned into continuous queries to be repeatedly evaluated
over a continuously growing database of stock prices [1]. There is a certain anal-
ysis frequency which ought to be at most as fast as the download frequency,
but will probably be considerably slower in most realistic trading scenarios. As
long as the time needed for evaluating each indicator query is less than the dif-
ference between two subsequent ”ticks” of the pull mechanism, synchronization
can easily be obtained by simply alternating between download and analysis. If
the download frequency were increased below the time needed for refreshing the
chart over the database, a buffering strategy would be required, decoupling the
producer process from the consumer process. At present, we do not yet work
with a buffer but keep the download frequency slow enough for being able to
deal with ”naive” synchronization.

Another problem apart from synchronization is the control of the sheer
amount of data pulled from the stream. Even with a moderate download fre-
quency (like once per minute) and only a handful of stocks in the portfolio, the
number of entries will already challenge a mini-DBMS like Access and even a
commercial-strength DBMS to its limits, so that an archiving strategy would
be needed. At present, a simple archiving script is provided as another compo-



nent in TinTO, copying selected entries from the main stream table into special
archive tables at configurable intervals (e.g. once per hour and/or once per day).

4 Efficient Delta View-Based Analysis of Data Streams

Our present experiments with the setting of TinTO outlined so far serves the
purpose of identifying limits of efficiency of technical indicators expressed as con-
tinuous SQL queries against a dynamically growing repository of stored stream
data. Depending on the choice of download and analysis frequency as well as
the power of the DBMS used such limits will be easily reached sooner or later.
However, for quite a wide range of realistic trading strategies even a limited
system like TinTO is already sufficiently powerful to master the data size and
stream frequency needed to perform the required analytical tasks in SQL.

In a further extension of TinTO we try to further push the efficiency lim-
its of view-based technical analysis by computing answers to continuous queries
incrementally rather than to re-evaluate each indicator definition each time a
refreshment is triggered. For this purpose, we record stock data which have
newly arrived since the last evaluation of the indicator in special delta tables,
representing adjacent sliding windows over the monitored stream of stock data.
The view-based definitions of the indicators are then transformed into so-called
”delta views” which restrict computation to determining the effect of the newly
arrived delta facts only. Using delta tables and delta views is not new. In fact,
delta techniques have been proposed in many contributions to the deductive
database literature for efficiently performing ”traditional” DB tasks such as in-
tegrity checking over views and maintenance of materialized views [3]. In our
group, we contributed to the development of delta techniques e.g. within the
international IDEA project during the 1990s (cf. [4]).

In principle, delta views can be automatically compiled from the original
views. At present, we do not yet have a full-fledged delta compiler for arbitrary
SQL views at hand, but perform our experiments with hand-compiled delta
views only. Increase in efficiency of continuous query evaluation obtained so far
in many cases encourages us to continue along this line. However, translating
transformation methods defined mostly in a Datalog context in the literature on
SQL is a non-trivial task (not yet mastered by relational DBMS vendors even for
integrity and view materialization purposes), so that we did not yet invest too
much effort in delta compiler construction before not having convincing evidence
for the usefulness of applying delta techniques in the streaming context.
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